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Abstract: Toughness is a measure for connectivity and tightness of a graph. The connectivity of a graph 
determines only the minimum number of vertices required to disconnect that graph. Whereas, 
determining the toughness of a graph requires all possible cutsets of  and their corresponding 
components. Toughness, , of a graph  is defined as the ratio of the number of elements in a 
cutset  to the number of components, , obtained from the removal of  from , provided 

. In this paper we introduce the concept of  - tough sets and their extension. We have 
studied this extension for path, cycle and mesh network. 
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Introduction: Graph vulnerability concepts determine the stability of an interconnection network. 
Various measures are available in literature to measure the vulnerability of an interconnection network 
[4]. Connectivity is the basic measure for the vulnerability of an interconnection network studied in 
graph theory, wherein a minimally possible number of nodes are targeted in order to disrupt its 
interconnection. But the purpose of this disruption is not achieved through connectivity if the 
interconnection network is disconnected into at least one large component and few negligible 
components. Hence, in order to fulfill this purpose, it is necessary to disconnect the network into a 
maximum number of components provided only a minimum number of nodes are targeted for removal. 
In graph theory, this purpose is attained through toughness of a graph wherein all possible cutsets (set 
of nodes targeted for disconnecting the network) are taken under consideration. Toughness is used as a 
stability / reliability quotient of an interconnection network. In this paper, we use toughness as a 
parameter to identify a sequence of increasing cutsets so as to disconnect an interconnection network. 
 
Basic Definitions and Terminologies: In this paper, we consider only finite simple graphs . A 
cutset  is defined as a set of vertices contained in , the removal of which disconnects the graph 
into at least  components. Connectivity, , is the minimum number of vertices required to 
disconnect the graph into at least  components. Toughness [1], , of a graph  is defined as the ratio 
of the number of elements in a cutset  to the number of components, , obtained from the 
removal of  from , provided . We denote  as the minimum toughness of  
(i.e.).,  varying over all cutsets  of . This parameter for 
connectivity was first discussed by V. Chvátal [1]. The toughness for hamiltonian graphs was much 
discussed in [1] as follows:  
 
Proposition 2.1: Every hamiltonian graph is  – tough. 
The relationship between  and  has been discussed in [1] as follows: 
 

Proposition 2.2: If  is not complete, then . 

Since, each hamilton cycle is a  – factor of , M. D. Plummer [10] extended the theory of toughness to 
the matching extensions of a graph. D. Bauer et al. [2] proved that recognizing the toughness  of a 
graph is NP – hard for any rational number . For a graph G, the toughness  is a series of values as a 
graph can have many cutsets. A. E. Brouwer [3] derived the lower bound for the toughness of graphs in 
terms of their eigen values. Dieter Kratsch et al. [5] derived a polynomial time algorithm to decide 
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whether the toughness of a given split graph is less than  or not. It was also proved that every  – tough 

split graph is Hamiltonian. Also, the existence of sequence of nonhamiltonian split graphs with 

toughness converging to  was proved. Wayne Goddard [11] derived the upper bounds for the toughness 

of cubic graphs in terms of their independence number and certain coloring parameters, and applied 
them to cycle permutation graphs. Gerhard J. Woeginger [7] solved the open problem in [5] by showing 
that the toughness of split graphs can be computed in polynomial time. Ömür Kivanc Kürkcü et al. [9] 
coined the term neighbor toughness in order to study the toughness of graphs when  and 
studied the same for paths and cycles. V. Jude Annie Cynthia ,         Swathi N. R. have investigated the 
minimum toughness for generalized prism graphs and cyclic split graphs in [8]. 
 
A cutset  which determines  is called a tough set [6] of . Hence, identifying a tough set of an 
interconnection network is sufficient to disconnect it into components. But there arises an ambiguity as 
it is always not possible to disconnect an interconnection network attaining its minimum toughness in 
the first instance. For example, the cancer cells comprising a tumor on a living tissue in the human body 
form a well-defined interconnection network. Curing the affected tissue requires removal of the cancer 
cells, which depending on its intensity does not facilitate its removal in the first sitting itself. In order to 
overcome this ambiguity, we consider all the cutsets  determining higher values of toughness  and 
introduce the terminology  – tough set. We define a  - tough set as a cutset which determines the 
toughness  of . Naturally, a tough set can be renamed as  - tough set. Also, the optimal solution 
to this problem is reached only when a  – tough set is chosen after a few instances. Hence, we introduce 
the concept of extension of a  - tough set of . A  - tough set  of  is said to have an extension if there 
exists a  - tough set  of  such that  and . 
(i). When ,  is called a weak extension of  
(ii). When ,  is called a strong extension of  
It is obvious that . Therefore, 
 
Proposition 2.3: Each  – tough set is a weak extension of itself. 
Since, for a graph  it is not possible to find a toughness  such that , we state the following 
proposition. 
 
Proposition 2.4: Every  – tough set has only weak extensions. 
A  - tough set  is called a strong (weak) maximum extension of a  – tough set  if it is not possible to 
find a  – tough set  such that ( ) and . 
 
Proposition 2.5: A  – tough set is not necessarily a maximum extension. 
In this paper, we study the extension for the  – tough sets of paths, cycles and mesh architecture. 
 
Extensions of the  – Tough Sets of Paths and Cycles: In this section, we study the weak and strong 
extensions in paths, cycles and mesh graphs. 
 

Proposition 3.1: Every  – tough set of the path graph ,  has only a weak extension. 

Let  be  – tough sets of  and . By the construction of , . Then, 

. The minimum value of  is attained at . Therefore, . Since, 

, by proposition 2.2 . So, . 

Hence, by preposition 2.4, every  – tough set of  has only a weak extension and by preposition 2.3 it is 

an extension of itself. Moreover, it is the only extension as it is not possible to find  – tough sets  and 

 such that . 

Also, it is possible to find an extension only for the  – tough sets of  because the size of  – tough sets 

for all  increases as  increases. 
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Fig. 3.1 Weak Extension of a  – Tough Set of  

 
Cycle graphs also follow a similar trend. 
 
Proposition 3.2: Every  – tough set of the cycle graph ,  has only a weak extension. 

Let  be  – tough sets of  and . By the construction of , . Then, 

. Therefore, . Since, , by proposition 1.2 . Moreover,  is a trivial 
Hamiltonian graph. Therefore, by proposition 1.1,  is  – tough. Hence, by preposition 2.4, every  – 
tough set of  has only a weak extension and by preposition 2.3 it is an extension of itself. Unlike path 
graphs, for  it is possible to find  – tough sets  and  such that  
 

 
Fig. 3.2 Weak Extension of a  – Tough Set of  

 
Also, it is possible to find an extension only for the 1 – tough sets of  because the size of  – tough sets 
for all  increases as  increases. 
 
Extension of the  – Tough Sets of Mesh Network: Mesh networks have a range of applications due to 
their versatile nature of parallel computing and their stable architecture. We denote a mesh network as 

. It is defined as the cartesian product of a path of length  and a path of length  (i.e.)., 
. 

 has  vertices. The vertices set of  is defined as follows. 
 

Degree properties of the vertices of  are as follows: 
1.  are the vertices of degree . 
2.  and  are the vertices of degree . 
3.  are the vertices of degree . 
 
Proposition 4.1:  is Hamiltonian when at least one  is of even length. 
We study the extension of some  – tough sets for square mesh network . 
 
Theorem 4.1: Every  –tough set of ,  is even, has a weak extension. 
Proof: By proposition 4.1,  is Hamiltonian. Hence, by proposition 1.1  is  – tough. 
Therefore, it follows from proposition 2.4 that every  – tough set of  has a weak extension. 
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Fig. 4.1 Weak Extension of a  – Tough Set of  

 
Theorem 4.2: Every  – tough set of ,  is odd, has a strong extension. 
Proof: Consider the following cutsets of : 
1.  

 

 

4.  
5.  
The pairs of vertices in  are adjacent to  degree vertices  respectively and those in  are 
adjacent to  degree vertices  respectively. Hence, removal of each of these cutsets detaches 
their respective  degree vertex from , contributing to .  
By the construction of , it is the set of all vertices of  considered in an alternate fashion starting 
from , such that they are independent of each other and thus disconnecting the graph into the 

vertices in . Also, , as . Since, ,  contributes to 

a .  
Therefore, removal of  ( ) disconnects the graph into  vertices and a component since it 

contains  ( ), contributing to . 

 
By the construction of , , ,  and  are its only  - tough sets. 
Also since,  and ,  and  are the weak extensions of  and  respectively. 
By the definition of , it contains , ,  and . Since  contributes to a , it is a strong 
extension of all the  - tough sets of . 
 

 
Fig. 4.2 Strong Extension of a  – Tough Set of  

 
Conclusion: In this paper, we have studied the extension of  – tough sets of a graph in accordance with 
their corresponding toughness  subject to certain conditions. Also, we have investigated the same for 
paths, cycles and mesh networks. Further, we intend to study the concept of maximum extension of a  
– tough set in detail. Furthermore, we are interested in obtaining the relationship between the extension 
of a  – tough set and  - matching extension of a graph. We intend to determine the strong and weak 
extensions of  – tough sets of rectangular mesh network and mesh derived architechtures. 
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